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Visit the port
A major European port, HAROPA PORT | Le Havre impresses with its facilities
and the sheer size of the infrastructures that enable it to accommodate the
largest ships in circulation. Everything is being done to facilitate the discovery of
this unique eco-system and the dozens of professions that contribute to the
dynamism of maritime trade.
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The port of Le Havre on the land side
Located at the entrance to the port, with a breathtaking view of the Seine estuary and the
"cruise" activity, the Port Centre du Havre offers an immersion in the heart of Le Havre’s
port world, its know-how and trades.
This exceptional place allows people to discover all the facets of Le Havre's maritime and
port activity, from the harbour master's office to the Port 2000 terminals.
The Port Center offers guided tours and workshops adapted to adults and each school
level to discover the port of Le Havre by coach.
Monday to Friday by reservation only.
Reservations must be made at least three weeks before the desired visit date.
Port Center du Havre
Espace Andrée Graillot
Chaussé Kennedy
76600 Le Havre
Tel : + 33 (0)2 32 74 70 49
URL of the page: https://m.haropaports.com/en/havre/visit-port

Mail : lehavreportcenter@lehavre.fr
Web : www.lehavreportcenter.com 

The port of Le
Havre by the sea
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Do you want to be at the heart of port activity?
On the menu is a visit to the port, both historic with its tidal basins, its mineral and oil
stations, the famous François 1st lock, in its time the largest in Europe, the pilotage
stations, towage, mooring, essential players and masters of the incessant ballets of
tankers, container ships and cruise ships.
How? On board the "Ville du Havre 2", a ship with a potential of 145 passengers, 57 of
whom are comfortably seated in a lounge with bar and tables, 52 outside on a sheltered
main deck, and finally 36 on the upper deck, just to smell the sea air!
Who? All generations combined, the satisfaction index will be high after these port and
coastal trips out. So have a good trip.
Tourist Office
Boat Ville du Havre 2
Port de plaisance Digue
Charles Olsen
125 boulevard
Clemenceau
Tél : +33 (0)6 16 80 24 10
web : www.visiteduportlehavre.fr 
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